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Humans attack:
About the report



Who is this report for?

“Humans attack” has been prepared, above all, for Kantar 
clients. As we help them to make optimal decisions on a 
daily basis, we decided to prepare a study to help them 
plan for the future.

This study may be useful for all those who wish to make 
good decisions based on reliable, objectively presented 
knowledge, in particular:
1. The authorities, politicians and officials who are inter-

ested in knowing about the status and needs of the 
society.

2. Managers who follow market trends and are interested 
in consumers’ motivations and needs.

3. Spiritual communities that want to know more about 
people’s anxieties and needs.

4. NGOs and media that need reliable information about 
Poles’ attitudes towards issues related to human im-
pact on the environment.

Methodology

This research project was carried out from February to 
September 2019. We have drawn on the following data 
sources:
 
1. Workshops with climate experts and scientists 

(February, March 2019).
2. Online content monitoring (including the inspirational 

thematic Facebook group called “Humans attack”).
3. Media monitoring for 2009–2019 (conducted courtesy 

of the IMM – Media Monitoring Institute).
4. Research on awareness and readiness to act on a rep-

resentative sample of 4,004 Poles aged 18–65 (CAWI 
web panel, July 2019).

5.  Auxiliary research to verify the results obtained in the 
main study (telephone survey on a sample of 500 peo-
ple aged 18–65, August 2019, face-to-face survey on 
a sample of 1,000 people aged 15+, September 2019).

Mankind is thriving today like nev-
er before. Our lives are getting 

better, the economy is growing, and 
unemployment is shrinking. We have 
eliminated things that have plagued 
our civilisation for centuries: mass 
famine, wars and epidemics. The 
Earth is inhabited by more than 7.5 
billion people.

However, this extraordinary leap 
has a dark side to it: our environmen-
tal resources are shrinking. For several 
decades now, there have been ongo-
ing discussions about the human im-
pact on the Earth, including climate 
change, and yet the problem remains 
unresolved. Meanwhile, the media 

and the scientific community are in-
creasingly sending serious warnings of 
the irreversible human impact.

Our clients—corporations and insti-
tutions—usually approach us with in-
quiries about the current situation or 
a few years ahead. However, climate 
experts warn us about things that 
could happen in a few decades. It is 
like when we have a long-term weath-
er forecast (about a hurricane coming 
in two weeks), while everyone around 
is asking about tomorrow’s weather 
(which is excellent).

As Kantar helps to make good de-
cisions, we decided to look at the re-
lationship between humans and the 

environment. This is our own initiative. 
In the first step, we checked expert 
signals. In the second step, we studied 
the awareness of the problem in our 
society and Poles’ readiness to take 
action in the future.

Below we present a detailed pic-
ture of reality. We would like to provide 
hard evidence to all those involved in 
the debate on the current status of 
the environment and climate.

We are answering a question that has not yet been asked

Why was this report written?

1700’s
Industrial Revolution
• Coal fuelling machinery 

and transport
• Concerns about air quality

Early-mid 20th Century
• Environmental degradation 

through World Wars
• Atomic testing

1970’s
Deindustrialisation
• Manufacturing shift to China 

and India

• First Earth Day – growing 
environmental awareness

Late 1980’s-early 1990’s
• Bhopal and Chernobyl disasters

• Montreal and Kyoto Protocols

• Ozone depletion and greenhouse 
gas concerns

Early 2000’s
• Sustainability issues more 

mainstream

Sustainability can be seen through history

2015
Climate change
• Paris agreement on Climate Change

2019
Current – an evolving mindset
• Heightened environmental concerns 

part of an evolution

“This report raises the 
benchmark enormously 
when it comes to 
discussions about the 
climate crisis.”

Antoni Bielewicz, National Project 

Leader, European Climate Foundation
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Growth has been the engine of 
civilisation for many decades. A 

successful company is the one that 
grows. A well-governed country in-
creases its GDP year after year. This 
mechanism can be seen even at the 
family level: “My life should be more 
prosperous than that of my parents, 
and my children should have better 
lives than myself.” This assumption 
underlies the economic systems, no-
tably the financial system, which relies 
on anticipated growth rates that en-
able lending for investment purposes. 

The achievements of the industrial 

* Popkiewicz M., Kardaś A., Malinowski S., Nauka o klimacie, Warsaw 2018.

revolution (including the conversion 
of fossil fuels into energy), combined 
with technological and scientific pro-
gress, have enabled hundreds of mil-
lions of people to live better and more 
comfortable lives.

If we look at the economic growth 
curves, we might feel self-satisfied 
and applaud human industriousness. 
However, if we look at the curves il-
lustrating the extraction of natural 
resources (which are not infinite after 
all), we will see that that the growth 
of our civilisation comes at a cost. 
Today, an oil barrel representing the 

daily global consumption of this raw 
material would be taller than the Eiffel 
Tower.*

From the perspective of the re-
sources available on Earth, our growth 
rate has reached risky levels. Experts 
warn that if the ecosystem resilience is 
exceeded, further growth may prove 
impossible, which would necessarily 
impact the sustainability of political 
and economic systems, also based on 
growth.

It might seem that life on Earth has never been better. 
However, climate scientists and experts warn: there is no free 
lunch, we are living on credit.

The growth religion

“We’re like people on a shopping spree... They’ve run into 
debt, they’re already running the risk of going to prison for it. 
Now, they shouldn’t be thinking it’s too late and they can go 
and buy even more. Instead, they should be thinking of how 
to get out of this mess. We must act now so that we don’t 
sink even deeper. Our time is running out.”

Urszula Stefanowicz, Polish Environmental Club (PKE)

Mankind is growing at an exponential rate, using natural resources exponentially as well

Economic trends Mining trends
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Source: Popkiewicz M., Kardaś A., Malinowski S., Nauka o klimacie, Warsaw 2018;
United Nations, World Population Prospects [online], [access 16 Sept. 2019]. Link;
United States Department of Agriculture, International Macroeconomic Data Set [online], 
[access 16 Sept. 2019]. Link

* Equivalent of oil tonnes
Source: Popkiewicz M., Kardaś A., Malinowski S., Nauka o klimacie, Warszawa 2018;
BP, Statistical Review of World Energy [online], 2015 [access 16 Sept. 2019]. Link
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While societies continue to live according to the current pattern, the problem 
has been noticed at the scientific and political level (which led, for exam-

ple, to the Paris Agreement and the current disputes over climate neutrality) and 
at the cultural level (artists have been highlighting uncomfortable facts for some time 

now). The Vatican has also taken a stance. The debate is increasingly joined by consum-
ers, who organise themselves into groups to limit consumption (however, it has been a niche 

phenomenon so far).

“Year 2022, Europe, among others, without dispos-
able plastics” – this is the opening line of the first 
episode of the podcast series entitled “Opowieści z 
dykty” (Plywood Stories)*, which premiered in the 
summer of 2019. The only great threat in this uni-
verse comes from the citizens, who stubbornly do 
eco-threatening things and talk about supporting 
environmental freedom.

* Opowieści z dykty (Plywood Stories), In: youtube.com [online], 2019 [access 16 
Sept. 2019]. Link

Founded in July 2019, the Facebook group called 
‘Mniej’ (Less)* has over 27 thousand members. Users 
exchange inspirations and ideas on how to consume 
less and do less harm to the environment. “Since the 
system has been fixed (at our own request) at the 
top, we can’t wait and we should do something at 
the grass-roots level. (...) The leaders have deprived 
us of the sense of agency, so let’s reclaim it, togeth-
er,” writes the group founder.
* Mniej (Less), In: facebook.com [online], [access 16 Sept. 2019]. Link

The viral song called “Earth”*, with dozens of celebri-
ties invited by rapper Lil Dicky, attracted a stagger-
ing 180 million views on YouTube within four months 
since its premiere. Although the video has humorous 
elements, the overall tonality is serious. The song 
raises the issue of the condition of the Earth and the 
human impact. The message is grave: if we don’t 
start acting here and now, the worst case scenarios 
may come true.
* Lil Dicky, Earth, In: youtube.com [online], 2019 [access 16 Sept. 2019]. Link

The problem of the climate disaster has also been 
noticed by the Catholic Church. In June 2019, Pope 
Francis said: “The current environmental crisis, espe-
cially climate change, is threatening the future of the 
human family. We have collectively disregarded the 
results of scientific analysis for too long.” The chal-
lenge of protecting the environment has been de-
scribed in detail in the 2015 “Laudato si”* encyclical.
* Pope Francis, Laudato si Encyclical, Vatican 2015.
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYTbyqZnqjMRBbX2UdYDhNg
https://www.facebook.com/groups/317606525815634/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvuN_WvF1to


Environmental change. Climate crisis. 
Environmental degradation. Pollution. Many 

concepts related to changes in the natural 
environment and the human impact have 
emerged in public discourse recently.

During two workshops with experts, we 
identified five key environmental challenges 
that may hinder or even prevent our civilization 
from living on Earth in the future:

We are facing two major disasters.
We are on the brink of both today.

environmental challenges

Climate disaster
Exponential growth in atmospheric temperature since the Industrial Revolution, resulting from 
greenhouse gas emissions (previously known as climate change or global warming)

Environmental disaster
Loss of biodiversity and destruction of ecosystems 

Production of waste
Including the problem of plastic waste, which takes many generations to biodegrade

Air quality
Including visible contamination and smog 

Water management
Often making fresh water difficult to access

Although all these phenomena are danger-
ous for humans and their civilisation, experts 
agree that the climate disaster and loss of 

biodiversity, inextricably linked, are the funda-
mental problems and challenges.

Environmental disaster 

According to the IPBES report* (Intergovernmental Science-
Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services), 
humans leave their imprint everywhere. We have taken all 
the land. We fish in all waters. Together with our farm ani-
mals, we make up 97% of the land mammals.

1,000,000 species are at risk of extinction
The declining diversity of natural life is unprecedented and, 
unfortunately, it is accelerating. Even a few years ago, 33% 
of marine fisheries were overfished, 60% were exploited to 
the maximum level, and only 7% were used in a sustaina-
ble way.

* Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services, Global Assessment Report on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services [online], 2019 [access 16 Sept. 2019]. Link

An unfavourable trend
The report predicts that the negative trends will not reverse 
by 2050, unless a number of areas of human activity are 
redesigned.

 
Climate disaster

The IPCC* reports (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change) of the World Meteorological Organisation and 
numerous research centres leave no doubts. The climate is 
warming up and we are not ready for it. 

410 ppm
The increasing concentration of greenhouse gases (espe-
cially CO2) caused by the burning of fossil fuels has made it 
more difficult for heat to escape back into space. This has 
disrupted the planet’s energy balance.

Ppm is the number of CO2 molecules per 1 million air 
molecules. Unfortunately, this key indicator is not very 
intuitive: the CO2 concentration is invisible, inaudible and 
undetectable. Immediately before the industrial revolution, 
the level was 280 ppm. Nature and civilisation evolved un-
der roughly such conditions for thousands of years. Today, 
we have 410 ppm. The Earth has not experienced such fig-
ures for millions of years.

* The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), Climate Reports [online], [access 16 Sept. 2019]. Link

Warm and getting warmer – not a good prospect
The whole Earth has begun to warm up. The last decade 
was the warmest in at least 125,000 years. The increase 
does not mean that the temperatures will become just a 
little warmer, but that the living conditions may become 
different overnight. Neither humans nor nature are ready 
for such a change. Changes are progressing much fast-
er than in natural processes, without human involvement. 
Organisms may become unable to adapt.
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The monitoring data on various indicators (including 
paleoclimatic ones, going tens of thousands, hundreds 

of thousands and millions of years back) leave no doubt: 
the current climate change is unprecedentedly sudden. 
The consequences can be very grave. They cannot be un-
ambiguously identified since human knowledge is limited 
when faced with the complexity of the Earth as a system. 

However, the exponential growth in the average tem-
perature of the Earth’s surface and the rising CO2 concen-
tration in the atmosphere make us think about the possible 
consequences.

And these could include: 
• Expanding areas of land that are not fit for human life;

• A dramatic increase in frequency and intensity of heat 
waves that make it impossible to live normally or even 
survive;

• A collapse of agriculture and fisheries;
• Difficult access to drinking water;
• Power outages in large areas;
• Unprecedented population migrations;
• Armed conflicts and revolutionary political 

developments.
The year 2019 brought dramatic events: fires in Africa, 

the Amazon and Siberia, Dorian hurricane, the melting of 
Greenland on a scale that was expected no sooner than 
in a few decades. The analysis of the voices of climate ex-
perts suggests that there is no time for observation and 
that there is a need to change the way we live. 

We do not know where the point of no return is, beyond 
which human civilisation will lose its chance of maintaining 
the status quo. The key unknown factor is whether we will 
be able to eliminate greenhouse gas emissions from our in-
dustry, energy, transport and agriculture in the short term. 
Scientists cannot answer that question.

It is difficult to make an 
unfailing forecast. However, 
the possible scenarios do not 
inspire optimism.

scenarios
Future

„It is not that the weather will be too hot. The 
problem is that we will crash a social contract 
and that our usual economic, social and political 
order will no longer be feasible.”
Magdalena Budziszewska, PhD, University of Warsaw

R O K

Source: Popkiewicz M., Kardaś A., Malinowski S., Nauka o klimacie, Warsaw 2018.

“We are faced with three possible scenarios: 
bad, very bad or catastrophic. Our decisions will 
determine which scenario will come into being.”
Marcin Popkiewicz, Nauka o klimacie

Change in average 
temperature on 

Earth (°C)

CO2 concentration 
in the atmosphere 

(ppm)

It’s getting hot!!!

THE CHRISTENING 
OF POLAND (966) THE BATTLE OF 

GRUNWALD (1410)

THE FIRST STEAM 
ENGINE (1763)

THE ROUND TABLE NEGOTIATIONS 
IN POLAND (1989)

T I M E
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The global environmental problems will have a bearing 
on Poland. We are not separated or free from them in 

any way, and experience has shown that the ecosystems 
in other latitudes (the Arctic, Greenland, Siberia) are al-
ready reacting very strongly to the current change. While 
our northern location may protect Poland from the high-
est absolute temperatures, our ecosystem will also react 

negatively to overheating. In addition, there are a number 
of scenarios where the effects of the climate disaster are 
much broader than just climate change (e.g. population 
migrations to areas with lower temperatures).

The Polish authorities, as well as the scientific communi-
ty, have identified the problem we are all facing.

The climate crisis also affects Poland, and the problem has 
been identified by the Polish authorities and the scientific 
community

There are five global threats that are a challenge for all countries. Poland, like any other country on 
Earth, is affected by climate change, but we have some local peculiarities.
Experts point to the following issues*:

* Workshops with climate experts, February-March 2019

Water.
Poland is among the countries with the poorest 
water access in the EU. Droughts have affect-
ed it for many years. Worse still, the awareness 
of this fact is low, which is why many actions 
are anti-adaptive, aggravating the already bad 
situation.

Smog and coal-dependent economy.
The worst quality of air in Europe: smog, dust and 
carcinogenic compounds. Economic depend-
ence on coal and dependence on coal imports. 
In principle, dependence on imports of all fossil 
fuels. Rising costs of servicing the high-emission 
economy.

Waste.
Low effectiveness of recycling. No innovative solu-
tions in search of a closed circulation of raw ma-
terials. Attachment to disposable plastic. Waste 
imports. Burning landfills.

Disregard for the environment.
Environmental carelessness when developing the 
infrastructure. Regulations unfavourable for the 
environment. No environmental thinking. Low pri-
ority of environmental issues in plans and actions.

1

3

2

4

Poland
– part of the global ecosystem

In August 2019, the Polish Prime 
Minister signed a resolution on 
the adoption of the 2030 National 
Environmental Policy*.

“Climate change should be seen as a 
risk that should be taken into account 
when creating regulatory mecha-
nisms and investment plans, just as 
macroeconomic or geopolitical risks 
are taken into account.”

“In addition to adaptation meas-
ures, Poland should continue its ef-
forts to mitigate climate change and 
reduce the concentration of carbon 
dioxide in the air. A shift towards re-
ducing greenhouse gas emissions 
will require vigorous and coordinat-
ed action in various sectors of the 
economy.”

* Polish Ministry of Economy, 2030 National Environmental 
Policy (in Polish) [online], Warsaw 2019 [access 16 Sept. 
2019]. Link

In 2019, the Polish Academy of Sciences 
published another statement*:
 
“Currently, we have irrefutable sci-
entific evidence of the following 
phenomena:
• The Earth is warming rapidly. The 

average temperature is already 1 
degree Celsius higher compared to 
pre-industrial times.

• The emission of man-made green-
house gases is a major contributor 
to climate change.

• Many of the resulting changes are 
already having a negative impact 
on society and may exacerbate so-
cial problems.

• There is still a chance to avoid a 
total climate crisis. However, this 
chance is decreasing very rapidly 
over time.

If this opportunity is missed alto-
gether, human development will be 
thwarted and the use of fossil fuels, 
which has largely enabled this devel-
opment, will become a curse.”

* Polish Academy of Sciences, Climate change: Official po-
sition of the Polish Academy of Sciences (in Polish) [online], 
2019, [access 16 Sept. 2019]. Link
Full text of the declaration is available in the special issue of 
the “Academia” magazine (no. 1/6/2019) published by the 
Polish Academy of Sciences (in Polish).

In June 2019, the Institute of Polish 
Culture of the University of Warsaw 
issued a letter, signed by over 400 sci-
entists from all over Poland*.
 
“We appeal for the university commu-
nity to make the climate crisis a pri-
ority in the face of the global threat 
of an environmental disaster, and to 
use its authority and competences to 
fight for the introduction of a respon-
sible, comprehensive environmental 
policy, aimed at a radical reduction of 
carbon emissions.”

* University of Warsaw scholars addressing the academic 
community: let us recognise the climate change as a priority, 
In: “Nauka w Polsce” (in Polish) [online], 2019 [access 16 Sept. 
2019]. Link
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Experts: We need to 
rebuild the system

When analysing how to avoid a climate and environmental 
disaster, climate experts suggest focusing on three areas:

1 ENERGY:

Depart from fossil fuels, invest in developing alternative energy sources, 
reduce energy intensity.

TRANSPORT: 

Introduce taxation of high-emission means of transport (mainly producing 
CO2) while simultaneously developing cheap and affordable public transport.

AGRICULTURE: 

Minimise the effects of production that harms the climate (including meat 
production). Develop agriculture based on planet-friendly products: easily 
accessible and local.

2

3
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Do Poles see 
a problem?



Things aren’t looking good

and people can see it

Greatest threats to the world

Until recently, Poles were most 
afraid of wars and terrorism. 

Today, issues related to environmental 
pollution and climate change are also 
clearly pronounced among the great-
est threats.

Such high scores for environmen-
tal risks may seem surprising. While 
the fear of wars or armed conflicts is 
largely driven by the knowledge ac-
quired from family stories, lessons at 
school, press articles, books or movies, 

our opinions about the situation of the 
environment and climate have been 
largely shaped by media narratives 
in recent years. To a much lesser ex-
tent, however, they are based on our 
own experience or that of our loved 
ones’. We did not learn about them at 
school, and the vast majority of us did 
not read about them in literature.

Climate experts point out that a 
large number of the listed threats 
(armed conflicts, diseases, hunger, 

migrations) may result from climate 
disaster, although this knowledge 
comes from experts rather than di-
rectly from the Polish respondents. 
The issue of environmental threats 
is fairly new and not well absorbed. 
Since Poles put it so high in the hierar-
chy, they are clearly worried.

One thing is certain: the majority of 
Poles (72%) believe that the condition 
of the Earth is serious and that imme-
diate remedial actions are needed.

Poles do notice the problems related to 
the natural environment. Action needs to 
be taken immediately.

57%

armed conflicts

55%

environmental 
pollution

52%

terrorism

51%

climate change
38%

civilisation-re-
lated diseases

34%

depletion 
of natural 
resources

31%

epidemics / 
diseases

30%

hunger / 
malnutrition

25%

migration / 
refugees

23%

poverty

20%

cybercrime

18%

deviation 
from values

Q2. Which of the following phenomena, if any, do you consider to be the greatest threats to the world we live in? [max. 5 phenomena]
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=4,004, Poles aged 18–65.

20%8%72%

The current condition of the Earth is serious and must be addressed immediately

Yes No Not sure

Q12. You will see other statements that various people have made about the environment. To what extent do you agree with each of them?
[a question on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 is ‘strongly disagree’ and 5 is ‘strongly agree’]
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=4,004, Poles aged 18–65.
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Assessment of human impact on the environment

Q4. And what do you think is the impact of humans on the environment? Please choose your answer on the following 10-point scale: the closer your answer is to the attitude described on the left 
side of the scale, the more you agree with it. The closer it is to the right side, the more you agree with the position expressed the right.
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=4,004, Poles aged 18–65.

Despite various narratives in the media, only 3 out of 100 
Poles believe that humans do not threaten the environ-

ment or even help it. If Poles were to sit in an environmental 
jury, they would clearly indicate humans and their actions 
as a threat to the environment.

It turns out, however, that we feel responsible mostly for 
littering. After all, one cannot ignore the waste dumped in 
the streets and in the forests, or the reports on the Great 
Pacific Garbage Patch*, five times the size of Poland**.

* Great Pacific garbage patch, In: Wikipedia [online], 2019 [access 16 Sept. 2019]. Link
** Ulanowski T., Wielka Pacyficzna Wyspa Śmieci jeszcze większa niż myślano, In: „Gazeta Wyborcza” [online], 2018 [access 16 Sept. 2019]. Link
Lebreton L. i in, Evidence that the Great Pacific Garbage Patch is rapidly accumulating plastic, In: „Nature - Scientific reports” [online], 2018 [access 16 Sept. 2019]. Link

For those who care about the future of the Earth, we 
do not have good news. Although Poles are aware of the 
bad condition of the environment and see that humans 
are behind it, they do not understand the essence of cli-
mate change (which is objectively difficult to see and un-
derstand) or the unbalanced diversity of ecosystems. They 
see the degradation of the environment rather in the light 
of waste and litter...

Only 3% of those surveyed believe that humans do not pose 
a threat to the environment, although our knowledge of how 
humans “attack” the planet is very vague.

[1] - Humans and their current activities pose a threat to the environment

Humans are 
to blame!

44%
[1-2]

42%
[3-5]

11%
[6-8]

3%
[9-10]

Humans and their current activities do not pose a threat to the environment, and even help it - [10]

smog rubbish, waste, pollution 
deforestation, tree logging

plastic

the use of coal and other fossil fuels

waste burning 

consumption
water pollution / waste water 

exhaust fumes 

production, industry, factories

transport, cars, aviation

no waste sorting 

chemicals in agriculture and industry 

CO2 and other greenhouse gas emissions

wasteful economy, excessive exploitationwasted water / water consumption 

emissions of dust and other pollutants 

urbanisation, construction, concrete hunting and poaching

no idea for secondary waste circulation, for neutralisation

destruction of green areas

mining

stupidity, thoughtlessness, irresponsibility

mankind and its expansion

energy consumption

meat and animal husbandry 

wasting food

no care for nature / no care for the environment

poor water management 

egoism and greed

burning of grass / meadows / unused land / forest fires

development

slow developments in renewable energy

no appropriate education / knowledge on the environment

overpopulation

global warming

wars and conflicts / armament 

Q4A. Which human activities do you think pose a particular threat to the environment? [open-ended question]
The activities related directly to two key threats to the Earth, indicated during expert workshops (climate disaster and environmental disaster), are highlighted in red.
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=4,004, Poles aged 18–65.

Human activities which are believed by Poles to pose a risk to the environment
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Environmental 
segmentation 
of Poles

The majority of Poles (72%) do see 
the need to act in the context of 

the bad condition of the environ-
ment, and the overwhelming major-
ity admit that humans do not play a 
positive role here.

In order to gain a better insight 
into Poles’ attitudes towards environ-
mental issues, we identified five seg-
ments (tribes) of people in our study. 
It turned out that they are not quite 
unanimous. Some people want to 
save the planet, others believe it is a 
secondary problem. Some know and 
believe in the warnings of climate sci-
entists, others are not aware of those 
warnings or consider them to be a 
conspiracy or a media artefact.

The condition of the environment is 
serious and calls for immediate action*

Humans and their current activities 
pose a risk to the environment*

Level of environmental knowledge 
(evaluation of test results)

* percentages of „Strongly agree” and „Tend to agree”
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=4,004, Poles aged 
18–65.

Here-and-Now Tribe
True environmentalists, conscious and 
active. Will do anything for the planet! 

They are aware that the environment is 
in a terrible condition, and global warm-
ing is a fact, and they are well aware that 
humans are to be blamed for both. They 
know it is important to act so they take 
action. They do more than anyone to 
avoid harming the planet, even though 
they realise it’s not enough, so they want 
to do more. They think they know a lot, 
but are also aware of the complexities of 
the problem: there are things they have 
no idea about. Ready to make serious 
sacrifices, and accept painful changes: 
rising taxes and prices.

Aware Tribe
Environmentalists on the surface. 
Worried, but not ready for real change. 

They are aware that the environment is in 
a serious condition and see a considerable 
human impact there. They think they are 
doing enough to protect the environment 
and have a clear conscience. In fact, their 
contribution is limited to waste sorting 
and using less water. In their view, action 
should be taken by those who can real-
ly make a difference: governments and 
corporations. They declare readiness for 
change but are not prepared to make se-
rious sacrifices (e.g. pay higher prices or 
taxes).

100%

89%

3+

94%

71%

3

16%12%
Segment shares 
in the population

We are not the same

Concerned Tribe
Confused, worried, but open-minded. 
They would like to do more, but don’t 
know what. 

They are aware of the problem, but at a 
very general level. They think there is still 
time, but something needs to be done to-
day for future generations. They do little to 
save the planet and feel bad about it be-
cause they think they should. They would 
like to do more, but don’t have the knowl-
edge and feel somewhat overwhelmed. 
They believe that everyone should take 
action: governments, corporations and 
people like themselves. Open to systemic 
restrictions and inconveniences to protect 
the environment.

Comfy Tribe
Sovereign humans. Not convinced that 
the Earth is in a very serious conditions, 
and certainly not blaming humans for 
this. 

They do not think that the situation is bad 
enough to take some radical steps. They 
do notice negative phenomena, but be-
lieve that this is part of a natural cycle and 
that nature can handle it. These humans 
think they do enough to protect the envi-
ronment: in fact, they only do things that 
are required by law or bring savings. They 
are not sure about the need for systemic 
restrictions in this sphere (although they 
could accept minor inconveniences). They 
believe in a coal-based economy.

No-Baloney Tribe 
They don’t believe in all those environ-
mental tall tales. They don’t know, it’s 
none of their business, some fabrica-
tions and big corporations. 

They are not particularly interested in the 
subject. While the environment might be 
in a poor condition, they don’t see it as 
their personal problem. They believe the 
whole thing has been blown up: they sus-
pect it’s filled with myths and big business 
interests. They hardly do anything about 
it, and even avoid things they should be 
doing (like waste sorting). They disagree 
with restrictions in the public sphere that 
could affect them. They will never part 
with their car.

80%

48%

2+

44%

14%

1+

52%

38%

2

17%
26%29%
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The environment: 
Easier said
than done
(knowledge and understanding)



Until recently, there was no mention 
of the climate disaster at all. Poles 

did not have the time or the opportu-
nity to receive reasonable education 
in this area. Most of what we know 
comes from the media that do not 
provide a coherent picture of reality. 

Over the past year, almost 119,000 
publications have been published in 
the media and online under contain-
ing a reference to “climate change”. If 
their value were to be converted into 
advertising space, such a campaign 
would cost nearly PLN 544 million. 
The problem is that advertising cam-
paigns usually have a clear and co-
herent message. In this case, Polish 
readers had to struggle...

It’s hard to form 
an opinion 

Environmental
hullabaloo

Sources: Bez Dogmatu, January 2019, Link;  Do Rzeczy, July 2019, Link;  Do Rzeczy, September 2019, Link;  Focus, 
August 2018, Link;  Focus, September 2019, Link;  Gazeta Polska, June/July 2019, Link;  Gazeta Wyborcza, February 
2018, Link; metrocafe.pl, May 2016, Link; Najwyższy Czas, December 2015, Link; Najwyższy Czas, August/September 
2019, Link; National Geographic, June 2019, Link; Newsweek, July 2019, Link; Newsweek, July 2019, Link; Polityka, June 
2019, Link; Polityka, April 2019, Link; Stop Smog, February 2017, Link; Świat Wiedzy, September 2019, Link; Tygodnik 
Powszechny - dodatek, April 2019, Link;  Tygodnik Powszechny, October 2018, Link;  Tygodnik Solidarność, July 2019, 
Link; Uważam Rze, 2015, Link; Wprost, June 2007, Link; [access 16 Sept. 2019].

In the last 12 months, almost 119 thousand publications appeared in the media 
and on the Internet with the phrase „climate change”, generating a total of 1.1 
billion contacts with readers*.

* IMM (Media Monitoring Institute), media and Internet monitoring between August 2018 and July 2019.
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In the first stage of the “Humans at-
tack” project, climate experts iden-

tified two fundamental and most 
threatening phenomena to the surviv-
al of civilisation among five environ-
mental challenges: climate disaster 
and environmental disaster. The other 
problems were: waste, water man-
agement and air pollution.

Poles have a very different view of 
the problems. Both on a global and 
national scale, they are primarily con-
cerned about water, air quality and 
waste (each of the problems was in-
dicated by at least 1/3 of the respond-
ents). Fundamental challenges do not 

* Q9. Which of the following phenomena, if any, are you worried about when you think about the global environment? [max. 3 phenomena];
Q10. Now think about the environment in Poland. Which of the following phenomena, if any, are you worried about when you think about the environment in Poland? [max. 3 phenomena];
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=4,004, Poles aged 18–65.
** Media and Internet monitoring by the IMM (Media Monitoring Institute), August 2018 – July 2019.

seem so important to Poles. While 
climate change may be a relatively 
important problem (30% of respons-
es) on the global scale, Poland does 
not seem to be much affected (19%). 
An environmental disaster, i.e. the ex-
tinction of entire species of plants and 
animals, is insignificant on the global 
scale (19%), and almost insignificant 
for Poland (9%).*

Prioritisation of environmental 
problems is consistent with the fre-
quency of their occurrence in media 
discourse: in recent months, the larg-
est number of publications referred 
to “smog”, “drought” and “recycling”, 

all of which were more common than 
“climate change” and “biodiversity”.**

Do Poles really fail to notice the 
fundamental threats highlighted by 
experts? We decided to check it out! 
Assuming that perhaps Poles simply 
do not fully understand the defini-
tions adopted in the public discourse, 
we asked them about environmental 
challenges in a different way: we used 
an open-ended question (as opposed 
to choosing a question from a pre-pre-
pared list, the respondents were able 
to provide their own answer).

The effect of this experiment is 
quite thought-provoking. It turns out 
that after individual responses were 
summed up (e.g. “global warming”, 
“rising temperatures” or “desertifica-
tion”), climate disaster occupies the 
first place among the phenomena 
that are worrying for Poles (coming 
ahead of issues such as waste and air 
quality). As can be seen, Poles have 
not assimilated one other concept 
that explains climate change.

Poles assess threats differently than experts do. This may result 
from the proportion of topics being raised in public discourse 
and the use of language that is incomprehensible to members 
of the public.

The greatest environmental 
challenges as seen by Poles

World*

Poland**

Media and online
publications***

Own words****

1st position 2nd position 3rd position

37%
waste pollution

35%
air quality

39%
climate disaster

33%
water shortages

47%
waste pollution 41%

air quality 33%
water shortages

57%
air quality

385 tys.
smog

113 tys.

48%
waste pollution

122 tys.

drought recycling

* Q9. Which of the following phenomena, if any, are you worried about when you think about the global environment? [max. 3 phenomena];
** Q10. Now think about the environment in Poland. Which of the following phenomena, if any, are you worried about when you think about the environment in Poland? [max. 3 phenomena];
*** Monitoring by the IMM (Media Monitoring Institute).
**** Q3a. What is your particular concern about the condition of the environment?; Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=4,004, Poles aged 18–65.

air

smog

waste incineration

exhaust fumes

air pollution

poor air quality

waste

litter

lots of litter and waste

landfills

wrong sorting

no recycling

disposal

climate

climate change

global warming

extreme weather conditions

heat waves / rising temperatures

greenhouse gas emissions

droughts

desertification

melting glaciers

floods

Top 3 environmental challenges: Different perspectives

“People confuse climate change 
with smog and plastic bags.”
Aleksandra Kardaś, PhD, Nauka o klimacie
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According to environmental ex-
perts, the climate disaster is 

among the major challenges facing 
our civilisation. It turns out that Poles 
are not able to call this phenomenon 
by its name. Some of them only no-
tice the symptoms (drought, warm-
ing, heat waves, melting glaciers), 
while others call this condition using a 
broader term (climate change, glob-
al warming). Seven out of ten Poles 
believe that global warming is a fact. 
However, they differ in the interpreta-
tion of the problem. Some respond-
ents rightly link the greenhouse effect 
with human activity. The belief about 
this state of affairs increases with the 
level of environmental awareness and 
is almost common in the Here-and-
Now Tribe (who want to act), and a 
little less common among the Aware 
and the Concerned Tribes (both with 
more superficial environmental at-
titudes). However, opposite opinions 
are also voiced, especially among the 
Comfy Tribe, whose members doubt 
climate change, and among the dis-
interested No-Baloney Tribe.

There is also a large group of scep-
tics, who prefer to think that today’s 
climate change is part of a natural 
cycle. This belief is held by 45% of 
the Comfy Tribe and 37% of the No-
Baloney Tribe. At the same time, one 
in five of them believes that if the av-
erage global temperature rises by 2–3 
degrees, this will not be too bad for us, 
and that global warming is merely a 
myth concocted by politicians. They 
are also more likely than others to 
claim that humans emit so little car-
bon dioxide that it cannot affect the 
environment. It is not surprising that 
the rift in the perception of the same 
problem is so deep in the Polish soci-
ety. This may result from the elusive-
ness of the phenomenon (a change in 
the average temperature by 0.5 or 1 
degree Celsius is invisible and imper-
ceptible) and from the terminology 
used in public discourse (until recently, 
one mostly talked of climate change 
and global warming, while nowadays 
one increasingly hears more dramatic 
terms: a climate disaster or a climate 
crisis).

This is a difficult phenomenon that 
has made it to Poles’ imagination to 
a varying degree.

around global warming
Controversies

7 out of 10
Poles believe that 
global warming 
is a fact

Q11. Below you will see statements that other people made about the environment. How much do you agree with each of them? [question on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means “Strongly disa-
gree” and 5 means “Strongly agree”]; Percentages of „Strongly agree” and „Tend to agree”
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=4,004, Poles aged 18–65.

81% 59%95% 92% 49%

96% 87% 74% 39% 49%

45% 37%9%

6%

1%

12%

8%

3%

21%

13% 21%

21%

20%

20%6%

Here-and-Now 
Tribe

Aware
Tribe

Concerned
Tribe

Comfy
Tribe

No-Baloney 
Tribe

Global warming is a fact.

Humans are the ones who are 
responsible for global warming.

Today’s climate change is part of 
the natural cycle.

If the average global temperature rises 
by 2–3 degrees, that won’t be too bad 
for us.

Global warming is a myth invented 
by politicians.

Global warming as seen by different segments (tribes)
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A test to check 
environmental knowledge

The environment is in a bad condi-
tion. The matter is serious and calls 

for action – this is what Poles claim. 
Since action is needed, we checked 
the respondents’ knowledge of envi-
ronmental problems.

Their self-assessment looks quite 
good. Only 1 person out of 10 admits 
that they know little about the envi-
ronment. Poles do not consider them-
selves to be environmental geniuses; 
on average, they assess their knowl-
edge at “three plus” (according to the 

Polish school grading system, where 1 
stands for very poor knowledge while 
5 stands for very broad knowledge).

However, we checked how self-as-
sessment differs from reality and in-
vited our respondents to a knowledge 
test. We prepared a short test of ten 
questions referring to facts and myths 
related to environmental knowledge 
and climate change.

The news for the test-takers is not 
too good. In fact, the average grade 
is only “two plus”. Poles score lowest 

when confronted with climate myths 
(clearly, education is needed here): 6 
out of 10 people are not sure whether 
the current climate change is part of 
a natural cycle or not. Equally many 
cannot tell the difference between 
smog and global warming...

Of course, the level of knowledge 
varies across segments (the Here-
and-Now Tribe scores a little better), 
but the general conclusion is: we do 
not know much.

We know less than we think we do…

Q7. Overall, how would you assess your knowledge of the current condition of the environment? My knowledge is:
Q11. Below you will see statements that other people made about the environment. How much do you agree with each of them? [question on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means “Strongly disa-
gree” and 5 means “Strongly agree”]; Percentages of “Strongly agree” and “Tend to agree” [TRUE] / “Strongly disagree” and „Tend to disagree” [FALSE]
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=4,004, Poles aged 18–65.

Knowledge 
assessment Self-perception Test results

5 - very broad

4 - broad

3 - average

2 - limited

1 - very limited

Mean mark 3+ 2+

In the survey, the respondents were asked to say whether environmental facts and myths were true or 
false. The list was prepared with the support of climate experts.

73%

66%

66%

57%

56%

52%

48%

40%

40%

38%

percentage of correct answers

Global warming is a fact TRUE

Humans are the ones who are responsible for global 
warming

TRUE

Scientists agree that humans are responsible for climate 
change

TRUE

Poland has limited water resources. We are at risk of water 
shortages

TRUE

If the average global temperature rises by 2–3 degrees, that 
won’t be too bad for us

FALSE

Carbon dioxide emitted by humans is so scarce that it has 
no impact on the climate

FALSE

We are currently dealing with the greatest extinction of 
plant and animal species since the extinction of dinosaurs

TRUE

Today’s climate change is part of the natural cycle FALSE

There are plastic particles even in tap water TRUE

Smog / air pollution is the same phenomenon as global 
warming

FALSE

32%

54%

9%

1%

4%

12%

21%

42%

22%

3%
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A hard nut
to crack

If we assume that Hippocrates was 
the founding father of medicine in 

Europe, we can also suppose that this 
field of science is already approx. 2.5 
thousand years old. Despite such a 
long history and a focus on essential 
human needs, there are still discus-
sions and dilemmas around effective 
prevention, diagnosis and treatment.

In this context, it is hardly surpris-
ing that there are so many divergent 
opinions and myths in the field of 
climate science: after all, discussions 
about global warming and human 
impact on the environment could 
have arisen after the industrial revo-
lution at the earliest, while in practice 
the topic emerged in the broad pub-
lic discourse only a few decades ago. 
This phenomenon may be reinforced 
by the prevalence of effective media 
messages, naturally more simplified 
than science, which is more intricate 
and sophisticated by definition.

When knowledge is lacking, people 
are highly susceptible to myths and 
emotions. The best example came 
during the public debate on tree fell-
ing in the Białowieża Primeval Forest, 

when hundreds of thousands of Poles, 
without any background in forestry, 
and often did not knowing that par-
ticular forest, immediately adopted a 
stance in the discussion, using argu-
ments that were selectively provided 
by the media.

As regards the reflections on cli-
mate change, Poles are torn apart 
among extreme opinions at the level 
of awareness, emotions and readiness 
for action. A half of the respondents, 
despite standing on the brink of an 
environmental disaster, optimistical-
ly believe that “everything can still 
be fixed”, but an equal proportion of 
Poles simply spread their arms help-
lessly, overwhelmed by the gravity of 
the problem.

Interestingly, the readiness to act 
increases with age, while the youngest 
respondents (aged 18–25) are mostly 
overcome with depressive feelings and 
pessimism. This group is followed by 
middle-school youth, not included in 
our study, who organise protests and 
“climate strikes” from time to time, 
calling on decision-makers to take 
action.

Climate threats are a new and difficult 
subject to grasp, which is why they evoke 
extreme reactions.

Q15. Nowadays, it is increasingly common to hear that we are on the brink of an environmental disaster. People express different attitudes towards it, as presented below. Please look at them 
and indicate how much you agree with each. [a question on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means “Strongly disagree” and 5 means “Strongly agree”],
Percentage of “Strongly agree” and “Tend to agree”
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=1,002 (control group), Poles aged 18–65.

Awareness

Emotions

Readiness to take action

49%

Everything can be 
fixed

49%

I can’t do much 
with such a 
prospect, I’m too 
insignificant to 
have any influence 
on it

13%
9%

50%

I don’t know what 
to do about it, but 
something needs to 
be done!

59%

I can deal with it, 
I am only worried 
about the future 
of my children and 
future generations

49%

I am worried how 
my life will change 
as a result 16%

72%

That is true and there 
is no more time for 
discussion, let’s finally 
take action

12%

I don’t believe it, it’s 
an imaginary problem 
that will not affect us

This situation is 
too overwhelming 
to think about

It’s too late 
to prevent 
a climate 
disaster

It’s others who 
are responsible 
for this, I don’t 
intend to do 
anything about it

Reactions to a potential disaster
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Limited knowledge about climate 
and environment is perfectly re-

flected in Poles’ daily behaviours. Only 
waste sorting is implemented by more 
than a half of the respondents (ac-
cording to declarations). Poles also at-
tach great importance to saving water 
and food. This is perhaps because, as 
shown by external calculations, they 
can simply save money on it (over 
PLN 5,000 a year). This is how Poles 
imagine environmental protection.

Poles are not able to cut down on 
their meat consumption, they do not 
engage in environmental actions, 
and, obviously, as the growth rates 
of car sales show, they are reluctant 
to give up the convenience of driving 
(the situation is somewhat better in 
cities, although both this indicator and 
traffic jams in the streets reveal Poles’ 
strong attachment to this means of 
transport).

All these environment-friendly be-
haviours are much less frequently de-
clared by the Comfy Tribe and the No-
Baloney Tribe, and much more often 
by the conscious Here-and-Now Tribe.

Things look good at the level of 
declarations. When asked directly, 
Poles reply: I take action! I am fighting! 
62% of Poles believe that they are do-
ing quite a lot or very much to protect 
the environment.

Practical environmental actions mainly include waste sorting 
(which is required by law) and water and food saving (which 
affects our budgets).

From theory to practice

15%

15%

14%

14%

29%

33%

44%

47%

65%

41%

20%

23%

18%

23%

8%

7%

8%

9%

Anti-environmental behaviours [1-2] Anti/Pro-environmental behaviours [6-7] Pro-environmental behaviours

[1] [7]

I do not sort my waste
(it’s too complicated / I don’t have room for it) Waste I sort all my waste according to the rules

I don’t pay much attention to how much water I use
in my daily activities Water

I reduce water consumption in my daily activities (e.g. take 
a short shower, turn off the water when brushing my teeth, 
save water while washing the dishes)

In my household we often have to throw food away (e.g. 
we haven’t finished it, it went past its best-before date) Food We do not throw away food in my household farm

(we buy less, we use leftovers)

I am not interested in the environment and ecology enough 
so as to talk about it with my friends or family Conversations I talk about the environment and ecology with my friends 

and family, even if we differ in opinions

I avoid public transport; I use a car whenever I can Transport I use public transport, even if sometimes driving would be 
more convenient

I buy the products I need - I don’t care much if
the manufacturer cares about the environment Shopping

I buy only the products from companies that care about 
the environment, even if they are sometimes more 
expensive or less accessible

I don’t get involved in environmental actions Environment protection
I regularly support actions for environmental protection 
(e.g. signing petitions, financially supporting environmental 
organisations)

I buy the products I need – I don’t pay much attention to 
how they are packaged Plastic I don’t buy products in plastic packaging, even if it’s 

sometimes more expensive and less convenient

I eat meat whenever I feel like it Meat I’ve cut down on meat considerably

Q3. Let’s go back to your daily habits. We would like to learn more about them. Please mark your answers on the following 7-point scales: the closer your answer is to the attitude described on 
the left side of the scale, the more you agree with it. The closer it is to the right, the more you agree with the attitude on the right.
Percentage of indications of points 1 and 2 vs. 6 and 7 on a 7-point scale
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=4,004, Poles aged 18–65.

Saving water and food saves us PLN 5,000 each year!*
* Szafrański M., Oszczędzanie wody: ile można zaoszczędzić na prysznicu?, In: „Jak oszczędzać pieniądze?” [online], 2012 [access 16 Sept. 2019]. Link
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Are we ready 
for change?



Warned of a possible climate dis-
aster, we are ready to make 

some sacrifices. We believe the prob-
lem of waste has been already dealt 
with (after all, we sort our waste), we 
intend to continue the “fight” for the 
environment by saving water, and 
wasting even less of what we buy. In 
fact, however, plastic is brought to the 
forefront of all efforts.

Plastic is flexible (one can see and 
touch it) and heavily discussed (phas-
ing out drinking straws from bars, 
more innovations in biodegradable 
packaging, shocking news about 
plastic patches in the oceans and suf-
fering marine animals and, finally, the 
introduction of EU regulations).

Poles would have most difficulty 
when trying to help the environment 
by limiting the use of cars (it’s not 
about convenience, but also a status 
symbol), cutting down on meat con-
sumption (tradition and habit) and 
engaging in environmental actions 
(according to the “Social Diagnosis” 
study, Poles rank very low in Europe 
when it comes to citizen involvement 
in various organisations).

Poles are ready for sacrifices that 
are either relatively painless (alterna-
tive packaging is a problem for man-
ufacturers, not for us), or ones that 
will bring real savings for the house-
hold budget. There are no prospects 
for mass-scale improvements in the 

energy efficiency of flats and houses 
(it is troublesome and expensive) and 
Poles are not particularly willing to 
consider the environment when mak-
ing political choices (while this is least 
troublesome, it does not bring imme-
diate benefits).

Moving from theory to practice, i.e. 
from the anxiety about the situation 
on Earth, as confirmed in our study, to 
declarations about specific actions, it 
turns out that actions to save the en-
vironment are quite superficial. Poles 
will do beneficial things, or will permit 
others to change the world, as long as 
this doesn’t affect their own lives.

We are ready to give up plastic and save more

Readiness

for sacrifices

Q17. Let’s assume that each of the following can help the environment. What are you personally prepared to do in the next 2–3 years? [a multiple-choice question];
Q18. This list shows the actions you said you would be willing to undertake in the next 2–3 years. For each of them, how troublesome would each of them be for you to undertake?
[a question on a scale from 1 to 4, where 1 means “not at all troublesome”, and 4 means “highly troublesome”]; Asked only to the respondents who indicated their readiness to undertake a 
specific action in the next 2–3 years.
* Percentage of answers “3” and “4” on a 4-point scale.
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=1,002 (control group), Poles aged 18–65.

18%

22%

34%

16%

53%

29%

39%

42%

7%

36%

43%

38%

29%

56%

45%

41%

38%

23%

22%

22%

22%

21%

21%

14%

13%

9%

Actions for the environment Readiness Arduousness*

I will completely give up all disposable items
(straws, bags, plates, etc.)

I will buy less and throw less away

I will significantly reduce water consumption
in my household

I will only replace electronic equipment if really necessary

I will pay for making my home more energy efficient

I will convince others to behave in an environmentally 
friendly way, even at the cost of disagreement

I will give up the products and services of companies that 
harm the environment, even at the cost of higher prices

I will choose more environmentally friendly means of 
transport, even at the expense of convenience

I will only vote for politicians who declare they want to 
introduce environmentally friendly regulations

I will support Poland’s abandonment of coal-based power 
generation, even at the cost of an economic crisis

I will seriously restrict the use of my own car

I will significantly reduce the amount of meat I consume

I will get involved in environmental activities
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While the problem is new and rel-
atively poorly understood, it is 

quite surprising that as many as 40% 
of Poles declare that they themselves 
(as private individuals) should do 
something to avoid an environmental 
disaster. We do not really have an idea 
of what to do, and we are not really 
willing to make sacrifices, so we give 
a mandate to the authorities to intro-
duce some changes, i.e. to the gov-
ernment, the parliament and political 
parties. We understand that the au-
thorities have both the duty and the 
appropriate tools to protect us from 
the unfavourable course of events.

If the authorities needed some tips 
when considering environmental deci-
sions, we could suggest the following 
in the light of the results of our study:
1. The authorities have a mandate to 

introduce changes in the sphere of 
environmental protection, and the 
need for their implementation has 
been proven.

2. Poles are willing to embrace envi-
ronmental regulations and become 
implementers of the official poli-
cies (example: waste sorting and 

avoidance of food wasting).
3. The authorities should act hand in 

hand with businesses: companies 
and their marketing capacities will 
help to explain changes and ensure 
effective implementation.

4. When it comes to protecting the en-
vironment, Poles are most willing to 
accept solutions with easy-to-cal-
culate savings. They are willing to 
adopt a change if it brings savings 
or earnings, whereas ideologies 
and values are less important.

5. It is possible to do more than it 
might seem at first glance: for 
example, despite the common 
attachment to cars, Poles are rel-
atively open to restrictions on car 
traffic in city centres.

As regards business opportunities, 
consumers have noticed mainly busi-
ness efforts related to packaging, 
waste sorting, recycling and biode-
gradable packaging materials. Apart 
from plastic materials, plastic shop-
ping bags and waste, there is consid-
erable room for business creativity in 
the area of environmental protection.

We feel that change is necessary and we 
expect help from the outside

A mandate
for change

77%

72%

69%

65%

59%

44%

31%

28%

24%

Increasing the prices of all beverages in plastic packaging by adding a deposit of PLN 0.50
Possibility of getting a refund in special recycling machines

High fines for food producers for throwing away or disposing of unsold groceries

A total ban on the manufacturing, selling and using plastic bags

Significant restrictions on passenger cars entering city centres while improving public transport 
and reducing prices for public transport tickets

Abandoning coal combustion and moving towards renewable energy sources (RES) and 
nuclear energy

A total ban on using solid fuels (coal, wood) in household heating stoves

Higher taxes on meat production (and, as a result, higher prices on meat products in shops 
and restaurants) while simultaneously supporting organic farming

A total ban on watering lawns, gardens and land plots not used for agricultural purposes from 
May till September, at a risk of high fines

Significant increases in petrol, oil and gas prices (including air ticket prices) while 
simultaneously supporting and improving public transport

Q16. Who do you think should be first to take action to avoid a possible environmental disaster? [max. 3 responses];
Q19. Various systemic solutions are being considered to prevent an environmental disaster. How much would you agree or disagree to the implementation of the following changes in Poland in 
the coming years? [a question on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means “Strongly disagree” and 5 means “Strongly agree”]
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=1,002 (control group), Poles aged 18–65.

Who should take action to help avoid an environment disaster

Poles’ readiness for systemic change

government, 
parliament,

political parties

energy companies, 
power plants, heat 
generation plants

private individuals 
such as yourself 

(ourselves, the society)

corporations, 
businesses

local authorities

55%
51%

40%

28% 27%
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Plastic has became the main culprit 
in the discussions about environ-

mental threats. It is discussed by bu-
sinesses which introduce biodegrada-
ble innovations, and by governments 
which impose bans and regulations. 
As a result, plastic tops the list of 
potential environmental sacrifices. 
Plastic is visible, it can be touched: it’s 
the most tangible thing we can chan-
ge, especially since the costs of this 
change are not being felt much. It is 
the business world that needs to wor-
ry about how to pack and transport 
products, while consumers can live 
without plastics.

Poles declare that they will reduce 
the use of plastic (56% of the respond-
ents promise to give up plastic dispos-
able bags completely in the next 2–3 
years). Formal regulations concerning 
plastic are also very popular (77% of 
Poles support the introduction of a 
mandatory deposit of PLN 0.50 for 
plastic bottles, and 69% are in favour 
of a total ban on the production of 

plastic bags).
The plastic path is a perfect exam-

ple of synergy between governments 
and businesses. Plastic-related mes-
sages from the authorities enjoy pub-
lic support, while manufacturers and 
retailers must face the challenge of 
reducing plastics step by step. Brands 
which are quick on the uptake lever-
age this trend in PR by introducing 
biodegradable materials, packages 
made of bran or potato peel, while 
consumers embrace these solutions 
as they come at no cost and relieve 
them of pangs of conscience.

And still, climate experts say that 
“there is too much plastic on beaches 
and in the media”, reminding us that 
plastic is a secondary issue among 
environmental challenges.

Combined action by authorities and 
businesses as well as low costs for 
consumers, with appropriate media 
support is a recipe for effective change.

The plastic path
How to introduce change?

Declaration for the future: Actions taken now:

A sculpture in Gdańsk presenting two whales emerging from 
water through a layer of floating plastics.*

* Szymczewski A., Sześciometrowa rzeźba wieloryba przy fontannie Neptuna, In: „trójmiasto.pl” [online], 2019 [access 
16 Sept. 2019]. Link

WWF campaign:
Pollution of the seawater*

* Shams T., „Pollution of the seawater” kampania 
WWF 2018, In: „Behance” [online], 2018 [access 16 
Sept. 2019]. Link

We can live without plastics but will we know how?

Q3. Let’s go back to your daily habits. We would like to learn more about them. Please mark your answers on the 
following 7-point scales: the closer your answer is to the attitude described on the left side of the scale, the more you 
agree with it. The closer it is to the right, the more you agree with the attitude on the right.
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=4,004, Poles aged 18–65.

56% 10% 5%

Q17. Let’s assume that each of the following can 
help the environment. What are you personally 
prepared to do in the next 2–3 years?
[max. 5 responses];
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=1,002 
(control group), Poles aged 18–65.

I will totally abandon disposable 
plastic bags

I buy the products I need:
I don’t pay much attention to 
how they are packed

I do not buy products in 
plastic packaging, even if it is 
sometimes more expensive and 
less convenient
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The media are increasingly report-
ing on the growing water deficit in 

Poland. Headlines such as “Poland has 
fewer water resources than Egypt”, 
“Poland is drying up” or “Poles will run 
out of drinking water” draw attention 
in weekly magazines, on TV and radio 
news. The inhabitants of the town of 
Skierniewice already experienced no 
access to water in June 2019. Are we 
ready for this?

Gradual exhaustion of natural re-
sources (including drinking water) 
is considered by 1/3 of Poles as one 
of the greatest threats to our world. 
Regardless of age, gender or eco-
nomic situation, we are more worried 
about a potential water deficit than 
poverty, hunger or mass migrations.

Limiting water consumption is 
among the three sacrifices most com-
monly (41%) declared by Poles as the 
ones they would be willing to under-
take to avoid environmental degrada-
tion. Although 34% of them would find 
it very or slightly burdensome, this re-
sult indicates openness and readiness 
to take specific measures to ensure 

that we do not run out of water.
Water saving is more often de-

clared by people with high environ-
mental awareness, which means that 
education will enable changes in this 
sphere. The factor of water (including 
hot water) prices is another aspect of 
the game, and can be an additional 
catalyst for change.

The relative ease of understanding, 
possible savings and education offer 
a real chance for change.

How to introduce change?

The water path Declaration for the future:

41%

Q17. Let’s assume that each of the following can 
help the environment. What are you personally 
prepared to do in the next 2–3 years? [max. 5 
responses];
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=1,002 
(control group), Poles aged 18–65.

I will considerably reduce the 
use od water in my household

The greatest environment concerns in Poland:

Social campaign “Stop the drought” to raise awareness about 
the need to save water*.

* Pierońska K., Susza w Polsce. Ruszyła kampania społeczna „Stop suszy!”, In: „katowice.tvp.pl” [online], 2019 [[access 
16 Sept. 2019]. Link

33%
water shortages

57%
air quality

48%
waste pollution

Q10. Now think about the environment in Poland. Which of the following phenomena, if any, are you worried about when you think about the environment in Poland? [max. 3 phenom-
ena]; Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=4,004, Poles aged 18–65.
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According to climate experts, re-
ducing CO2 emissions by reducing 

or stopping the combustion of fossil 
fuels is the most serious challenge we 
face. Subsequent governments have 
declared their will to impose restric-
tions in this regard: Germany plans to 
close all coal-based power plants in 
the next 20 years, the British closed 
the last coal mine in 2015, and Sweden 
wants to ban the sale of diesel cars by 
2030.

Also, three out of five Poles speak in 
favour of abandoning the coal-based 
economy: 59% of Poles support the 
transition to renewable energy sourc-
es and nuclear energy. Although the 
support is highest in the largest cities 
(65%), the change in the energy mod-
el is also supported by a noticeable 
majority of the respondents in villages 
and smaller towns (57%), where coal 
is a natural part of everyday life.

Thus, most people are clear that 
this idea is right. But how to make a 
change without running into high so-
cial costs?

Things are easier said than done. 
Poles do not want to pay for im-
proving the energy efficiency of their 
houses or flats. They are also reluctant 
to switch to public transport because 
it is less convenient.

Poles confuse the meaning of the 
word “smog” with global warming, 
and the coal transition is quite a com-
plicated and expensive change: all 
of this shows that lack of education 
and the necessity for people to bear 
the costs are a poor starting point for 
success. Coal? Warming? Fuel? Energy 
efficiency? These problems, unlike wa-
ter and plastic, are too vague and too 
complicated for Poles to deal with, let 
alone pay for them. We are ready to 
survive the unpleasantness of smog if 
petrol prices don’t rise, and if we can 
still enjoy the convenience of travel-
ling by car.

The recommendation for the ener-
gy path is to educate people. Members 
of the public find it quite difficult to 
understand the sense of sacrifices in 
this sphere.

The complicated nature of the problem 
alongside barriers such as consequences 
for household budgets and less conven-
ient living are difficult to overcome.

How to introduce change?

The energy path

59% 24%

Q19. Various systemic solutions are being considered to prevent an environmental disaster. How much would you agree or disagree to the implementation of the following changes in 
Poland in the coming years? [a question on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means “Strongly disagree” and 5 means “Strongly agree”];
Percentages of „Strongly agree” and „Tend to agree”
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=1,002 (control group), Poles aged 18–65.

of Poles support moving away from coal combustion 
towards renewable energy sources (RES) and nuclear 
energy

of Poles support significant increases in petrol, oil 
and gas prices (including air ticket prices) with 
simultaneous support for and improvements in public 
transport

“The CO2 that has been emitted to date will 
remain in the atmosphere longer than all the 
plastic we have produced. Longer than the history 
of our entire civilisation.”
Magdalena Budziszewska, PhD, University of Warsaw
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6

How to talk 
about the climate 
disaster?



After exploring Poles’ environmen-
tal awareness and behaviours, we 

decided to ask them about possible 
actions in the future, in the context 
of a climate disaster. But how can we 
talk about the difficult future in 2019, 
when, compared with the past, life is 
quite comfortable and pleasant?

  In the second part of the survey, 
we divided the sample into four equal 
groups. Three of them were invited to 
board a “time machine” and travel 
to the year 2045. There, we showed 
them the future scenarios agreed with 
climate experts (What the world and 
everyday life in Poland and around 
the world might look like in 2045). 
Then, we travelled back to 2019, test-
ed the respondents’ reactions to the 

visions of the future and asked a final 
series of questions on how to avoid a 
climate disaster and who should take 
responsibility. The control group did 
not make time travel and immediate-
ly skipped to the last series of ques-
tions in the questionnaire.

  We prepared three future sce-
narios. Each respondent read one of 
them. The mild scenario talked about 
weather changes in Poland, lack of 
snow, fish disappearing from the 
Baltic Sea, higher food prices, restrict-
ed availability of some products, and 
some social unrest. The medium sce-
nario included, among others, a radi-
cal climate change, ruined agriculture 
and industry, no access to a doctor, 
mass climate-induced migrations 

and citizens being deprived of some 
of their rights. In the dramatic sce-
nario, everyone had a family member 
of a friend who had lost their belong-
ings, health or life as a result of natu-
ral disasters. Hundreds of millions of 
refugees were looking for a place to 
survive, armed conflicts were raging 
around the world, and Poland intro-
duced martial law.

  The scenarios used in the experi-
ment were built on the basis of discus-
sions with experts and media messag-
es in the public discourse. Importantly, 
even climate experts are not able to 
provide a possible, likely scenario be-
cause there are too many unknowns 
(with people’s behaviours being the 
greatest unknown of all).

We invited our respondents to travel to year 2045 and showed 
them various future scenarios to see how the apocalyptic 
narratives about climate disaster found in public discourse 
would motivate people to change their behaviour.

A TIME MACHINE
An experiment:

A study on a sample of 4,004 Poles

Last round of questions

Travelling with a time machine to 2045

Mild
scenario

N=1,002

Control
group

N=1,002

Travelling with a time machine: back to 2019

Medium
scenario

N=1,000

Dramatic 
scenario

N=1,000
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At some point in our study, we di-
vided the respondent sample into 

four groups: three groups saw more 
or less depressing future scenarios 
cased by the climate disaster, while 
one group did not participate in the 
experiment.

The results of the experiment were 
surprising! First of all, it turned out that 
the scenarios did not particularly stim-
ulate the respondents to act or expect 

systemic changes. Secondly, regard-
less of whether the respondents saw 
a more apocalyptic scenario or a sce-
nario involving fewer inconveniences, 
their readiness to make changes in life 
was virtually the same. Presumably, 
we have seen so much dramatic news 
and watched apocalyptic movies that 
we are just immune and scaremon-
gering simply doesn’t work.

Three quarters of those surveyed 

(from 72% to 76%, depending on the 
scenario) consider the presented vi-
sions of the future as probable, but 
only causing a sense of helplessness 
(11%), sadness (15%), fear (18%) and 
anxiety (31%). This leads to an inter-
esting recommendation for those 
who deal with communication in the 
sphere of climate threats: scaremon-
gering, despite evoking emotions, 
does not prompt action...

Scaring people with apocalyptic visions doesn’t work.
It can only make people depressed, but it won’t make 
them change their behaviour.

Important: Scaremongering alone 
doesn’t work!

Q15. Nowadays, it is increasingly common to hear that we are on the brink of an environmental disaster. People express different attitudes towards it, as presented below. Please look at them 
and indicate how much you agree with each. [a question on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means “Strongly disagree” and 5 means “Strongly agree”],
Percentage of “Strongly agree” and “Tend to agree”
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=4,004, Poles aged 18–65.

63% 49%

groups that saw future scenarios control group

I’m worried how this is going to change my life

Q17. Let’s assume that each of the following can help the environment. What are you personally prepared to do in the next 2–3 years? [max. 5 responses];
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=4,004, Poles aged 18–65.

Scaremongering doesn’t motivate people to take action or make sacrifices

Readiness to make sacrifices in the face of 
a possible environmental disaster

groups that saw future scenarios

control group

54%
56%

43%
45%

38%
41%

38%
38%

22%
23%

22%
22%

20%
22%

20%
22%

22%
21%

21%
21%

14%
14%

14%
13%

13%
9%

I will completely give up all disposable items
(straws, bags, plates, etc.)

I will buy less and throw less away

I will significantly reduce water consumption in my household

I will only replace electronic equipment if really necessary

I will pay for making my home more energy efficient

I will convince others to behave in an environmentally friendly 
way, even at the cost of disagreement

I will give up the products and services of companies that 
harm the environment, even at the cost of higher prices

I will choose more environmentally friendly means of 
transport, even at the expense of convenience

I will only vote for politicians who declare they want to 
introduce environmentally friendly regulations

I will support Poland’s abandonment of coal-based power 
generation, even at the cost of an economic crisis

I will seriously restrict the use of my own car

I will significantly reduce the amount of meat I consume

I will get involved in environmental activities
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Q19. Various systemic solutions are being considered to prevent an environmental disaster. How much you agree or disagree with the following changes to be introduced in Poland over the next 
few years? [a question on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means “Strongly disagree” and 5 means “Strongly agree”], Percentage of “Strongly agree” and “Tend to agree”
* highly knowledgeable people: those rated at four or five in the test (over 50% of correct answers)
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=4,004, Poles aged 18–65.

Q8. Recently, the condition of the natural environment 
is increasingly discussed. Would you like to hear more 
about it? [a question on a scale from 1 to 4, where 1 
means “definitely wouldn’t” and 4 means “definitely 
would”, Percentage of answers “definitely would” and 
“probably would”
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=4,004, Poles 
aged 18–65.

In our study, we tested Poles’ knowl-
edge about the environment and 

climate risks. And we are glad we did 
because after we separated the group 
that scored well in the test, we can see 
that knowledge is the greatest driver 
of behavioural change.

More knowledgeable people are 
much more open to personal sacrific-
es. They will be more willing to give up 
using disposable items, products and 
services from companies that harm 
the environment (even at the cost of 
higher prices), they will choose more 
environment-friendly means of trans-
port, and they will also convince oth-
ers to behave in an eco-friendly way.

* IMM (Media Monitoring Institute), monitoring of publications referring to “climate change” and “500+”, August 2018 – July 
2019.

Extensive knowledge also gen-
erates high support for systemic 
change, such as a total ban on using 
solid fuels for heating and a shift from 
coal to renewable energy sources and 
nuclear energy.

In our knowledge test, Poles scored 
“two plus” on average. However, Poles 
assess themselves slightly higher, at 
“three plus”. Still, this score is still far 
from five. What is optimistic, however, 
is the fact that despite the stormy dis-
cussion on climate change, which was 
almost as popular online as the gov-
ernment 500+ welfare programme*, 
Poles strongly declare they would like 
to know more about the environment!

Fear alone is not effective. Only knowledge can prompt people 
to take action. And Poles would like to have more knowledge.

Knowledge is key!

of Poles want to hear more about 
the natural environment

78%

Knowledge significantly influences the readiness to support systemic 
solutions, while the presentation of negative visions of the future 
does not influence attitudes.

89%
74%

51% 43%
59%

44%
31% 24%

Moving away from coal 
combustion towards renewa-
ble energy sources (RES) and 
nuclear energy

A total ban on the use of solid 
fuels (coal, wood) in domestic 
heating stoves

Higher taxation of meat pro-
duction (and, as a result, hi-
gher prices on meat products 
in shops and restaurants) 
while simultaneously co-finan-
cing organic farming

Significant increases in petrol, 
oil and gas prices (including 
air ticket prices) while simul-
taneously co-financing and 
improving public transport

highly knowledgeable people*
control group

Q17. Let’s assume that each of the following can help the environment. What are you personally prepared to do in the next 2–3 years? [max. 5 responses];
* highly knowledgeable people: those rated at four or five in the test (over 50% of correct answers)
Source: Humans attack, Kantar 2019, N=4,004, Poles aged 18–65.

highly knowledgeable people*

control group

Knowledge motivates people to take personal actions for the environment 
while presentation of negative visions of the future does not bring results.

76%
56%

47%
45%

45%
41%

37%
38%

26%
23%

34%
22%

42%
22%

35%
22%

27%
21%

29%
21%

20%
14%

13%
13%

6%
9%

I will completely give up all disposable items
(straws, bags, plates, etc.)

I will buy less and throw less away

I will significantly reduce water consumption in my household

I will only replace electronic equipment if really necessary

I will pay for making my home more energy efficient

I will convince others to behave in an environmentally friendly 
way, even at the cost of disagreement

I will give up the products and services of companies that 
harm the environment, even at the cost of higher prices

I will choose more environmentally friendly means of 
transport, even at the expense of convenience

I will only vote for politicians who declare they want to 
introduce environmentally friendly regulations

I will support Poland’s abandonment of coal-based power 
generation, even at the cost of an economic crisis

I will seriously restrict the use of my own car

I will significantly reduce the amount of meat I consume

I will get involved in environmental activities

Readiness to make sacrifices in the face of 
a possible environmental disaster
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Educate, educate and once again 
educate: this is one of the most im-

portant conclusions from this study. 
There is a need to educate people at 
every level: from complex education-
al programs to simple infographics on 

how to sort rubbish and why. Effective 
communication is based on knowl-
edge, not fear. If education is ac-
companied by economic implications 
(savings opportunities), this will only 
be helpful.

However, people have varied levels 
of knowledge and different attitudes 
towards climate risks, so communica-
tion should be precisely tailored to dif-
ferent individual groups of Poles.

Poles feel they don’t know enough and are open to discussion.
They will accept education rather than scary stories.

How to talk to Poles

All segments

• Economic scenarios work better
• It is a good idea to educate on carbon transition as this may bring real support for systemic changes
• It is not a good idea to scare people too much (fear is not motivating: instead, it causes depression)

? • They expect communication, although they 
know a lot

• They are very motivated, ready to act
• Communication: it should show them how they 

can act
• Here-and-Now Tribe: Personally (ready to change 

their lives)
• Aware Tribe: What to expect from others, e.g. 

those in power (they are less inclined to change)
• Avoid scaring them, this does not increase their 

readiness for change

• They need the most basic education as to the 
causes of the environmental disaster and the 
role of humans to knock them out of the state of 
blissful ignorance

• Scaring only leads to stronger denial or worries, 
without motivating them to act

• Educate at the basic level as to the causes of 
global warming and carbon emissions

• Educate them as to what they can demand from 
those in power

• They are more ready to demand from the govern-
ment than to change their habits and behaviours

• They do not require any specific communication, 
they are fairly resistant to it and do not want to 
hear more about the subject

Here-and-Now 
Tribe

 Aware 
Tribe

Concerned 
Tribe

 Comfy 
Tribe

 No-baloney 
Tribe
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There is no single tone of talking about the environment. 
It all depends on who is talking and who is listening.

Eco-personalities

HUMBLE and NURTURING, environmental sustainability is about making MODEST CHANGES and doing 
things in a TRADITIONAL WAY.

Getting BACK TO BASICS, LIVING SUSTAINABLY and CARING for our environment in my everyday life.
Environmental sustainability is making THOUGHTFUL choices, taking the time to MAKE A DIFFERENCE startsat home.

PRACTICAL and EASY-GOING, environmental consciousness is about 
keeping everything UNCOMPLICATED and NATURAL where possible.
I trust that my choices are GOOD FOR EVERYONE and the 
environment.
Environmental sustainability is an holistic approach 
with PRACTICAL choices, EASY options 
that are NATURALLY feasible for 
EVERYDAY life.

Environmental sustainability is FUN and STYLISH, somethingthat I can ENTHUSIASTICALLY 
SHOW-OFF on social media.

I will be keeping up with the latest eco-friendly CRAZE and joining in on 
EXCITING group activities.

Environmental sustainability is getting 
everyone involved through 

ENERGY, FUN and 
SPIRIT. IMPACTFUL

An optimistic approach
with a short-term target

COLLECTIVE
Joint responsibility

to make a difference

INDIVIDUAL
Make a stand

through decisive action

MEANINGFUL
A considered approach
with a long-term focus

We have already proven that it is better not to frighten 
people but, instead, to satisfy a real need for knowl-

edge and thus stimulate change in the sphere of environ-
mental protection. How should we speak? Which tone of 
voice? Like an instructive mentor or an activist calling for 
action? What kind of language to use? What type of music 
should be used in the background?

There is no single answer to these questions. It all de-
pends on the target group we address (this is especially 

true for businesses, which rarely speak to the society as a 
whole) and on the brand values that already exist and are 
recognised by consumers.

Some inspiration for building a communication strate-
gy in the sphere of environmental protection can be taken 
from the NeedScope model, which organises consumers’ 
latent needs and suggests how to establish a genuine rela-
tionship with consumers.

CONFIDENT and BOLD, environmental consciousness is about being IMPULSIVE and 
making a big IMPACT.
I take environmental action to the NEXT LEVEL and am not afraid to PUSH 
THE BOUNDARIES to make a STRONG statement.

Environmental sustainability is all about 
POWERFUL actionsand making a 

DYNAMIC statement.

SUPERIOR and INFLUENTIAL, I LEAD THE WAY by making a 
statement with my environmental sustainability. SOPHISTICATED 

and MODERN LIVING is sustainable and gives me PRESTIGE, 
a symbol of ADMIRABLE environmental status.

Environmental sustainability is being a 
LEADER in sustainability, showing 

STATUS and PRESTIGE to 
INFLUENCE others.

THOUGHTFUL and KNOWLEDGEABLE, I make choices that are INFORMED and CALCULATED in order to be 
environmentally sustainable.
Information allows me to wisely CONSIDER MY APPROACH to being as EFFICIENT and RESPONSIBLE as possible.
Environmental sustainability is making ASTUTE, INFORMED and CONSIDERED choices.
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Bad prospects

Climate experts agree: we are 
on the brink of a climate and 
environmental disaster.

We’ve realised it

72% of us think action is needed now.
We know that humans are to blame.

What should we do?

We don’t know what to do. We started with plastic 
and garbage, although it’s a secondary problem.

Knowledge, not just fear

Fear itself doesn’t work. We may be stimulated to be active 
by the knowledge about dependencies in the environment.

A mandate for the wise

We’re too small ourselves. We look towards the leaders. 
We hope for wise decisions that we could follow.

Tips

• Educate use because we don’t know enough
• Before you start to scare us, make sure your 

audience understands the problem
• Poles feel that something needs to be done 

but they don’t know why: explain it to them
• Give specific instructions on environmental 

protection and prevention of the climate 
disaster

• Agree on a hierarchy of problems (use science)
• Agree on language and nomenclature 

because consumers are confused
• Act in synergy with the authorities and 

business so that the society gets a uniform 
message

For the media, NGOs and spiritual communities

• Fill the niche derived from the lack of 
knowledge and hunger for environmental 
knowledge

• Make real changes because consumers will 
educate themselves and demand more from 
you

• Check out your portfolio of products and 
services, check out your production lines. 
Watch out for “greenwashing”. Consumers 
might check you

• Consider a different business model, with a 
longer product life cycle

• Work with the authorities, use your tools to 
explain uncomfortable decisions to consumers

• Give tips on how to use your products to 
minimize environmental impact (e.g. where to 
dispose of the packaging)

For businesses

• The society is waiting for your initiatives
• Be careful about passing the costs on to 

society
• Poles are sensitive about this
• When communicating changes, support 

them with facts and knowledge. Give clear 
instructions on what to do every day to 
protect the planet, or at least not to destroy it

• Educate people at every level: from school 
curricula to specific instructions on the effects 
of energy use

• Collaborate with businesses: use their 
communication and innovation potential

For the authorities
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